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Question

I play softball, while we wait in the dugout for our turn at bat, we chew bubble gum.  I noticed that 
sometimes the bubbles I blow are great big bubbles, while other times, I can barely blow one.  This has 
me perplexed. In this experiment, I will be finding out what type and brand of bubble gum blows the 
biggest bubble and collecting data explain why.



Research

➢ In my research, I found that thicker gum with glycerine results in bigger bubbles, that are more
durable and last longer.  This is because thicker gum makes a bubble more durable and glycerine
retains moisture and increases the flexibility of the gum.

➢ Gum without glycerine, or gum that is not thick, will result in very tiny short lived bubbles, or no
bubble at all.  Without glycerine or a thick gum base bubbles will struggle to grow in size.



Variables

Independent Variable (What will change?):

Types of bubble gum being used (The gum we are using will change through out the experiment).

Dependent Variable (How will I measure?):

How big the bubble will be. 

Control (What will stay the same?):

The person blowing the bubble (their technique will always be the same, that is why it is the control).



Hypothesis

I think that “Dubble Bubble” brand bubble gum (independent variable) will blow the biggest bubble 
(dependent variable) because Dubble Bubble is slightly thicker compared to the other two brands of gum 
I will be using.  Because thicker Bubble Gum with glycerine makes the bubble’s walls slightly more 
stretchable and durable for bubble blowing (research).



Materials

➢ One, one pound bag of Dubble Bubble brand bubble gum.
➢ One, three pack bag of Orbit brand bubble gum.
➢ One, three pack bag of Extra brand bubble gum.
➢ Five people，One fourty one year old woman, two nine year old girls, one eleven year old girl, and

one five year old boy.
➢ Six pieces of paper, five for ideas, one for measurements.
➢ One tape measure.
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Materials

Sedona (9 yrs) Hailey  (9 yrs)            Ryder (5 yrs)           Caitlin (41 yrs)       And Moi (10 yrs) 
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Prodecure

● First, take five pieces of “Dubble Bubble” bubble gum and hand it out to each of the five participants.
● Ask participants to blow the gum and when a bubble is perfected, quickly measure the size in

inches with the tape measurer, jot these measurements down on a sheet of paper.
● Instruct participants to jot down their ideas on the sheet of paper.
● Hand out five pieces of Orbit bubble gum to the five participants.
● Remember to measure the bubbles with the tape measure, jot these measurements down on a

sheet of paper.
● Lastly, let the participants jot down their ideas on a piece of paper.
● Furthermore, hand out five pieces of Extra bubble gum.
● Measure the bubbles with a tape measure, jot these down on the sixth sheet of paper.
● Have participants jot down their conclusions on a sheet of paper.
● Compare the measurements on the sheet of paper and come to a conclusion of which brand of

bubble gum blows the biggest bubble
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Dubble Bubble 
Gum Results…

When blowing the Dubble Bubble gum, sizes ranged from .12 inches to 3.26 inches! Some of the sheets 
of paper noted that the dubble bubble bubble gum is quite tough.  According to candyfavorites.com,
bubble gum that is slightly thicker than other gum results in bigger bubbles. Furthermore, some of the 
ingredients used include; sugar, corn syrup, glycerine, etc. According to chewsygum.com, softeners, 
such as glycerine, help maintain flexibility of the gum by retaining moisture. 



Orbit Bubble 
Gum Results…

Sizes ranged from 0 inches to .3 inches, no bubbles were blown except one. The gum was a little bit 
tough and we noticed that on the label there was no glycerine added to the gum. 
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Extra Bubble 
Gum ReSults…

No bubbles were blown with this gum, the gum was also very soft. On the back of the label, we saw there 
was no glycerine added to the gum, which was weird because the gum was extremely soft. But, according 
to chewsygum.com, another softener in gum is also vegetable oil. 



Results 

As you can see from this graph, Dubble 
Bubble had the highest results of 3.26,  
While orbit only has .3. Extra blew no 
bubbles. 
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Conclusion

In conclusion, Dubble Bubble brand bubble gum blows the biggest bubbles. This is because 
Dubble Bubble gum is slightly thicker than other gums and has glycerine which traps moisture and 
retains flexibility which helps make bigger bubbles. Orbit bubble gum was in second place, it blew 
.3 inch bubble. The gum was hard but it had no glycerine which made it harder to blow the 
bubbles. Lastly, the Extra bubble gum didn’t blow a single bubble but it was very soft, which we 
thought probably meant it had glycerine in it because glycerine is considered a softener.  We knew 
if there was glycerine in Extra we would at most likely be able to blow a .5 inch bubble. When we 
looked at the nutrition facts, there was no glycerine but there was vegetable oil. After doing some 
research, we found vegetable oil is also a common softener (according to chewsygum.com) this 
explained why we were not blowing any bubbles even though the gum was soft. My hypothesis 
was correct! Dubble Bubble bubble gum blows the biggest bubbles.
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